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A diabatic description of charge transfer between atoms and ionic surfaces is presented,
speciÐcally examining the F/LiF(100) and F/KI(100) systems for which experiment shows
ion formation to be very efficient. Potential energy surfaces describing the energetics for
these systems have been generated with a semi-empirical scheme. At the site of charge
exchange, there is a curve-crossing between the ground state and the state representing
charge capture by the projectile. Quantum dynamics calculations with time-dependent
wavepacket methods give an initial ion-formation probability of unity for all cases
considered. At lowest energies, the ions cannot escape the surface, giving an e†ective
threshold for negative-ion production very close to that observed in experiment.
Re-neutralization by charge transfer back to the conduction band of the solid is also
examined.

I. Introduction
Charge transfer between an atom and a surface is one of the fundamental processes occurring in
gasÈsurface dynamics. It is best understood on metal surfaces.1,2 Electron transfer into very low-
lying atomic states can be accompanied by ejection of another electron (an Auger mechanism) or
emission of light (chemiluminescence), while transfer into atomic affinity levels often occurs by a
resonant process. In this paper, we shall focus on resonant transfer between a surface and neutral
projectiles. On metal surfaces this is facile because the affinity level of the incoming atom is
downshifted by interaction with the electrostatic image charge in the metal surface, as indicated in
Fig. 1(a). For low workfunction surfaces, a large fraction of the atoms scatter as negative ions.2 On
surfaces with higher workfunctions (e.g. transition metals), if the atoms are directed at grazing
incidence (a few degrees from the surface plane) in the hyperthermal energy range (DkeV), the
resonance conditions are assisted by a Doppler upshift of the electrons at the Fermi level.2

On insulating ionic surfaces, the situation appears less favourable for electron transfer. The
valence electrons are tightly bound to the anion sites, leading to narrow bandwidths, low electron
mobilities and high workfunctions. The atom affinity level would have to decrease substantially to
become resonant with the valence band of the surface, but the image attraction is small (at least
for singly-charged ions). One would expect a very low probability of electron transfer, however the
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the variation of the atomic affinity level with distance above a metal surface, z. The
decrease in energy of the A~ level is due to the interaction with the image charge. Resonant Ðlling can occur
when it crosses the Fermi energy. (b) Schematic of the variation of an atomic affinity with distance above an
insulating, ionic surface. The work function is very much larger than for a metal, and so the affinity level has
further to drop before it can Ðll resonantly on crossing the top of the valence band. This large drop is e†ected
by a Coulomb attraction between the negative atomic ion and the positively charged region formed on the
surface at the site of charge transfer.

opposite has been observed in recent experiments. In grazing incidence scattering experiments
with energies up to 100 keV, Winter and coworkers detected very high yields of negative ions for
O, and F atoms and positive ions incident on alkali-metal halide surfaces.3h6 In the scattering of
F from KI, for instance, almost complete conversion of neutral atoms into negative ions is
observed.4 Similar results have been seen in scattering of O and F atoms from the MgO(100)
surface.7,8

A possible explanation of these observations is that the electron is transferred from surface or
defect states located in the band-gap of the solid. This would require a much smaller downshift of
the affinity level, however, the high yield of negative ions suggests a high density-of-states for these
surface/defect states. Complementary studies of the neutralization probability of Na` ions show
that this is not the case. Such states in the band-gap would be expected to give efficient neutral-
ization, yet experiment Ðnds the Na` scatter as positive ions only.9

Simple electrostatic considerations show that the high workfunction of an ionic solid is not, in
fact, a barrier to charge transfer from the valence band to a scattering atom. The valence electrons
are tightly bound to the anionic sites, therefore the charge transfer from surface to atom is largely
a local event involving an electron moving on to the atom from a particular anion site, which then
becomes charge neutral. This leaves a charge imbalance in the surface ; the cations surrounding
the now neutralized anion site create a locally positive region on the surface (Fig. 1(b)). It is the
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Coulomb attraction between this positive patch on the surface and the negatively charged scat-
tering atom, that leads to the downshift required to bring the electron affinity and the valence
band into resonance,10,11 as depicted in Fig. 1(b).

A model of these charge-transfer reactions has been developed by Borisov and Sidis10,11 based
on a binary collision formalism with a diabatic description of the energetics.12 They obtained
coupled time-dependent equations for the amplitudes in the two diabatic conÐgurations, gener-
ating the time-dependence with classical trajectories, although the motions normal to and parallel
to the surface were decoupled and treated separately. For F/LiF, their diabatic potentials rep-
resenting the F0 and F~ conÐgurations do not cross. A threshold energy is thus required for
negative-ion production, but above this the ions are formed with unit probability. For F/KI there
is a curve-crossing and, in consequence, a lower threshold energy. This is in broad agreement with
experimental results in the lower part of the energy range considered (below D20 keV), while
above this, the negative-ion fraction decreases steadily to zero.

In this paper we consider a similar model of the negative-ion formation. We use diabatic poten-
tial energy surfaces (PESs), generated by a semi-empirical procedure, however, we treat the motion
of the projectile in a fully quantum fashion allowing full coupling between the normal and parallel
motions. We Ðnd that in our model, the ion-formation probability is unity at all energies con-
sidered, however, we obtain a threshold for the detection due to trapping of the ions at the lowest
energies. In the following section, we review the semiempirical scheme used to generate the PESs.
Following this, we present some details of the quantum wavepacket calculations that are neces-
sary to deal with the unusually high energies (at least for wavepacket methods) considered in this
problem. We then discuss our results and conclusions.

II. The diabatic PESs
A. General considerations

In this work, we employ a diabatic description ; the electronic states are not eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian for Ðxed nuclear positions, R, rather we use basis functions which are products of
atomic-like orbitals centred on the atom positions. SpeciÐcally, for each electronic conÐguration
we use a single Slater determinant. For example, for the ground-state (GS) electronic wavefunc-
tion, describing neutral ionic surface and neutral atom, we write

sgs \ det
GC

%
k

X
k
X1

k

D
A
H

. (1)

Here, and A are spin eigenfunctions for the valence electrons (we have omitted explicitX
k
, X1

kreference to the core electrons) sited on the halide (X) or projectile (A) sites. For the crystal, this
assumes that the valence electrons are fully localized on the anion sites, i.e. the anion and cation
sites have integer multiples of charge. There is essentially no band-structure ; the valence band is a
d-function. This is a reasonable approximation for the alkali-metal halide surfaces examined in the
present paper.13h15 Similarly, we write for the excited state wavefunction formed when charge is
transferred from a halide site to the projectile atom (which we shall call the negative ion state or
NIS)

sA~\ det
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In standard fashion, we can employ these electronic orbitals to obtain a matrix equation for the
time dependence of the nuclear wavefunction. With a general Hamiltonian of the form

H\ KŒ n] KŒ e ] ln ] le ] ln~e , (3)

where is the kinetic energy operating on the nuclear (electronic) coordinates, is theKŒ n (KŒ e) ln (le)internuclear (interelectronic) Coulomb repulsion and is the electronÈnuclei interaction, theln~etime-dependent equation for the nuclear motion becomes (ignoring the derivatives ofSchro� dinger
electronic wavefunction with respect to nuclear coordinate)

i
dtl(R)

dt
\ (KŒ n ] ln ] Ssl oKe ] le ] ln~e o slT)tl ] ;

k
Ssl oKe ] le ] ln~e o skTtk , (4)
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where is the nuclear wavefunction corresponding to electronic conÐguration, l. We can writetlthis more simply as a matrix equation for vector W

i
dW(R)

dt
\ (K ] V )W, (5)

where K is a diagonal matrix given by K \ diag and V is a potential energy matrix. Each(KŒ n),electronic conÐguration, represented by one of the generates a separate PES forming theXl ,
diagonal elements of V. The o†-diagonal elements give the couplings between the di†erent con-
Ðgurations, and induce charge transfer or changes in bonding.

Charge can, of course, be transferred at any halide site, and so there is a NIS PES for every
halide site on the surface. Therefore, even when we consider only the GS and NISs, the potential
matrix and wavefunction vector are inÐnite in size, with an NIS matrix element centered on each
and every halide site

V \a
V11
V12
V13
<

V12
V22
V23

V13
V23
V33

É É É

}
b , (6)

where is the GS PES generated using the wavefunction of eqn. (1). The diagonal elementsV11 V22 ,
etc., describe the interaction between a negative ion and the surface with one neutral halogenV33 ,

site, while the o†-diagonal elements in the Ðrst row and Ðrst column, etc., couple theseV12 , V13 ,
excited states to the electronic GS, i.e., they induce the electron transfer. Fortunately, because of
the surface periodicity, the NIS matrix elements are related to one another simply by shifts of
whole numbers of lattice vectors, and so need only be computed for one site. The other o†-
diagonal elements, etc., couple the excitations at di†erent sites ; they describe theV23 , V35 ,
hopping of electrons (or holes) between the halogens. Although these are non-zero in the Slater
orbital basis employed here, they are negligibly small.

B. Computation of the PES matrix elements

To make an explicit computation of the elements of V, we use a semi-empirical valence bond
(SEVB) method developed for gas-phase studies of alkali-metal halide PESs and dynamics.16h18
This has been extended previously to deal with the case of ions bonding to metal halide surfaces.19
The basis of this approach is to factor the Hamiltonian (excluding the nuclear kinetic energy) into
diatomic-like terms in a fashion similar to the diatomics-in-molecules method20 used in gas-phase
dynamics,

H \;
p

H
p
] ;

p

;
q:p

V
pq

(7)

where p and q label the atomic sites. is a “single atomÏ Hamiltonian given by (using atomicH
punits)
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where i, j label the n(p) electrons on atom p, which has nuclear charge m is the mass of theZ
p
,

electron and the are the electron (nuclear) positions. The Ðrst approximation in the SEVBr
i
(R

p
)

method is to separate this into core and valence electrons, and assume the cores are localized at
the nucleus. We can then replace the core terms in eqn. (8) by an energy that is independent of the
valence conÐguration. By choice of energy zero, these core energies can actually be omitted. Addi-
tionally, the core electrons act to screen the nuclear charge. In the examples considered in this
paper, the e†ective nuclear charge is reduced to ]1. Thus eqn. (8) becomes
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where is the number of valence electrons. In the following we shall always take this to be 0, 1 ornv2, corresponding to a singly charged positive ion, a neutral atom and a singly charged negative
ion, respectively. With these approximations, the interaction term is given byV

pq
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nv(q) 1
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ij

]
1
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pq

] Vcc(p, q) (10)

The Ðrst two terms in this give the attraction between the core of one atom and the electrons of
the other, the second term is the repulsion between electrons on di†erent atoms, and the third
term is the nuclearÈnuclear repulsion. The Ðnal term in eqn. (10) is due to the interaction of the
cores with each other and to the coreÈvalence interaction.

Combining eqns. (9) and (10) with the electronic wavefunctions of eqn. (1) and (2) gives us the
elements of V in eqn. (6). The GS is given by

V11 \ Ssgs oH o sgsT. (11)

Similarly, the NIS elements are given by

V22\ SsA~ oH o sA~T. (12)

The partitioning of the electrons into those on atom p and those on atom q is arbitrary. In
calculating and we actually divide the electrons di†erently : for we “moveÏ one electronV11 V22 V22from a halide site onto A. We do not, however, explicitly compute any of the integrals in eqns. (11)
and (12), rather at this point we introduce the empirical part of the SEVB method, evaluating the
integrals by the point-charge approximations.21 For example,

SA oHA oAT \ [Ei(A), (13)

SX1 iXi oHXi~
oX1 iXi

T \ [Ei(X)[ Eea(X) (14)

and

SX1 iXi
A1 A oHXi~A~ oX1 iXi

A1 AT \ Vcc(Xi
, A)]

1

RAXi

, (15)

where and are the ionization potential and electron affinity, respectively. We neglect allEi Eeathree-centre integrals and higher.
The only remaining unknown in this scheme is the “coreÈcore repulsionÏ term, In the formVcc .

we have partitioned the Hamiltonian, this is a purely diatomic property, we have a di†erent forVcceach pair of atom types. It is an assumption of the SEVB method that these coreÈcore terms are
transferrable to all environments in which the atom-pair Ðnds itself. As in previous work,16 we
repeat the algebra above, deriving a PES matrix for the ground and excited states of the diatomic
alone. The eigenvalues of this are then Ðt to the known binding energy curve, which after some
algebraic rearrangement yields Further details of this may be found in ref. 16 and 22. ByVcc .
construction, the SEVB method gives the exact binding energy curve for the diatomic molecule,

is the correction which makes this so. Although we call it the coreÈcore repulsion, it is notVccpurely repulsive, but rather has a shallow well some 10 s of eV deep. To have a convenient
functional form for later work, we Ðt to a sum of Gaussians.VccCombining all of the above, and by choosing the energy zero to be the energy of the neutral
atom and neutral surface at inÐnite separation, the GS potential for the atomÈsurface interaction
is

V11\ ;
p

MVcc(A, X
p
)] Vcc(A, M

p
)N, (16)

where are the cations (metal ions). This is predominantly repulsive, but has a very shallowMpchemisorption well. We add to this a component accounting for the dipole induced on A by the
surface charges, which does not arise in the SEVB scheme. The form of this is discussed below.

The induced-dipole terms are more important for the NIS, where we must account for the
polarization of the A~ by the surface and for the polarization of the surface by the A~. The
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polarizations of the crystal atoms also change when one halide site is neutralized, giving

V22 \ Ei(X)[ Eea(A)] Emad] *Vxpol] ;
p

MVcc(A, X
p
) ] Vcc(A, M

p
)N

] ;
p

G 1

RAXp

[
1

RAMp

H
[

1

RAXN

] Vdip(A~)

[ ;
p

Ga(X~)

RAXp
4

]
a(M`)

RAXp
4
H

]
1

2RAXN
4

Ma(X~) [ a(X)N, (17)

where is the Madelung energy of the crystal, the change in the polarization energy ofEmad *Vxpolthe crystal and the as are the polarizabilities of the respective ions and atoms. The change in
crystal polarization is not easy to obtain, however the potential is constructed semi-empirically, so
it makes perfect sense to replace the Ðrst four terms by the known asymptotic value of the poten-
tial, i.e. by the energy required to move an electron from the surface to inÐnity (theU[ Eea(A),
work function U) and then to deposit it onto A The eighth term is the energy of the([Eea(A)).
dipole induced on the A~ ion by the crystal pointcharges, which has basically the same form as
the correction for the GS. The Ðnal two terms describe the polarization of the crystal by the A~
ion. Clearly these are treated as diatomic-like again, i.e. we have neglected any screening of the
induced dipoles by the surrounding crystal. This term will therefore be an overestimate of the true
induced-dipole energies.

Finally we write

V22 \ U[ Eea(A)] V11 ] Vpc] Vdip(A~) ] Vpol , (18)

where represents all the ion induced crystal polarization terms.Vpol

Vpc\ ;
p

G 1

RAXp

[
1

RAMp

H
[

1

RAXN

(19)

is the interaction of A~ with all the point charges in the surface. The sum is taken over all surface
sites (so that we may express this as a Fourier series, as discussed below), and so we must explic-
itly account for the neutral atom at the site labelled The 1/R Coulomb attraction into theX

N
.

locally positive, active halide site is especially clear in eqn. (19).
For consistency with the determination of we have also included in the diagonal matrixVccelements the terms proportional to These are, however, small compared to theSAX2 \ o SX oAT o2.

other terms, so we omit discussion of them here.
The greatest advantage of the SEVB method is that we can obtain the o†-diagonal matrix

elements within the same scheme and with the same approximations used for the diagonal matrix
elements. The coupling between and isV11 V22

V12\ 12SAXN

G
V11] V22 [ Vpc ] Emad[ 12(oA ] oX) ]

1

RAXN

H
, (20)

where and are the screening constants of the outer electrons of A and X.23 Analytic approx-oA oXimations for the overlap integral have been given by Mulliken et al.24SAXN
\ SX oAT

C. Fourier expressions for lattice summations

To evaluate the summations over lattice positions, we employ Fourier expansions, checked by
explicit summation over Ðnite clusters. In the following, we assume the crystal has a square NaCl
type lattice. As detailed by Steele25 we split the summations into those over atoms in identical
positions, i.e. we sum anion and cation sites separately, and odd and even planes separately.

;
p

Vcc(A, X
p
)\;

p

;
n

B
n

exp([a
n
RAXp

2 ) \ Fcceven] Fccodd (21)

where

Fcceven \ ;
g1g2

;
n

;
k

pB
n

as an

e~anzk2e~g2@4anC1(g1, g2 , x, y) (22)
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Fig. 2 The SEVB PESs for the F/LiF(100) system. (a) The ground-state PES representing the interaction of
neutral surface with neutral atom. The cut shown runs along the tops of the surface atoms in the S010T
direction. The spacing between alkali-metal and halide sites is 3.81 (b) The negative-ion state PES rep-a0 .
resenting the interaction of an F~ ion with an LiF surface with one neutralized F site (located at the origin).
The coordinates are the same as for panel (a). (c) The PESs as a function of distance above the site of charge
transfer. (d) The o†-diagonal coupling, i.e. between the ground and NIS states.V12 ,

where and are reciprocal lattice vectors, k sums over even planes only, isg1 g2 g \ o g1 ] g2 o, asthe area of the unit cell, x and y are coordinates in the surface plane and is the vertical distancez
kto the kth plane, and

C1(g1, g2 , x, y)\ cos(g1x)cos(g2y)M1 ] ([1)G1`G2N22~d0,G1~d0,G2 (23)

with where is the lattice constant. For the odd planes, we obtain an identicalg1 \ 2pG1/ax
a
xexpression, but with replaced byC1

C2(g1, g2 , x, y)\ cos(g1x)cos(g2y)M([1)G1 ] ([1)G2N22~d0,G1~d0,G2, (24)

and for the summations over M-sites we simply exchange and Similarly we can getC1 C2 .

Vpc\
32p

as
;
g1g2

@
e~gz cos g1x cos g2 y
g(1] exp([gax/2))

, (25)

where the prime indicates summation over odd reciprocal lattice vectors only. The polarization
term, also splits into separate summations for M and X atoms di†ering only by the symmetryVpolfactors and For the X sites we getC1 C2 .

Vpol(X)\
[pa(X~)

2as
;
g1g2

;
k

G g
z2k

K1(gz2k)C1 ]
g

z2k`1
K1(gz2k`1)C2

H
, (26)
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where is a modiÐed Bessel function of the second kind. Finally,25K1

Vdip(A)\ [
1

2
a(A)

256p2
as2

G exp([4pzJ2 /a
x
)

(1] exp [ pJ2 )2
HG

2 ] cos
4px
a
x

] cos
4py
a
x

H
, (27)

where the lattice constant, is the same in both directions, x and y.a
x
,

The end result of this lengthy, but largely straightforward, manipulation, is shown in Fig. 2 for
the F/LiF(100) system. The GS PES, panel (a), is predominantly repulsive, more so at the halide
than at the alkali-metal sites, and is perfectly periodic. The NIS PES in contrast, is not periodic
because of the 1/R attraction from the active site, located at the origin of the coordinates. Moving
away from this site, however, the halide and alkali-metal sites are in turn repulsive and attractive
to the A~ ion. Asymptotically, lies above The Coulomb attraction serves toV22 U[ Eea(A) V11.decrease this energy gap. For F/LiF(100), we actually get a curve-crossing between the PESs at
zD 3.35 as can be seen in panel (c). This is in contrast to Borisov and Sidis11 who found noa0 ,
curve-crossing for this system. The inÑuence of the curve-crossing on the subsequent ion forma-
tion probability remains to be fully ascertained. As can be seen from panel (d), the o†-diagonal
matrix element is only signiÐcant at the active site.

III. Wavepacket propagation
To follow the quantum motion of the projectile atom, we have used time-dependent wavepacket
methods with fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) to switch between real and momentum space to
apply, in turn, the potential and kinetic energy operators. The use of FFTs imposes restrictions on
the Ðnite element grids on which the nuclear wavefunction and operators are represented. Firstly,
the grid is periodic. In the z-direction, we must remove the wavepacket from the end of the grid,
which we do by grid-cutting.26 Parallel to the surface, we must ensure that the negative ion cannot
return and re-interact with the active site, and become a neutral again, so the grid must be suffi-
ciently long that when the ion returns, it does so at large z where is negligible. Secondly,V12however, the lengths of the momentum and real space grids are linked since the maximum
momentum, where L is the length of the real-space grid, and N the number of gridKmax \ Np/L ,
points. At the grazing incidence conditions of the experiment, the momentum parallel to the
surface is very high. To accommodate large L with large we employ the shift-theorem ofKmaxFourier transforms to centre the momentum at a high value, before the FFT to momentumK0 :27
space, we multiply the wavefunction by the shift factor and after determining the kinetice~iK0x
energy and FFTing back to real space, we shift back with the factor We also reduce thee`iK0x.
momentum-space grid by employing a projectile mass of 1 u rather than 19 u. As shown below,
this makes little di†erence to the results.

As noted above, to an incoming particle, all surface sites appear equivalent ; ion formation can
occur at any. The GS PES and wavefunction are therefore periodic. The NIS PES is not periodic
because a charge defect is left at the active halide site, this site thus appears di†erent from the
remainder of the surface (Fig. 2(b)). A separate NIS PES is required for each site, therefore a
separate NIS wavefunction is also required for every halide site. As for the PES, however, the NIS
wavefunctions are identical up to a shift of a lattice vector parallel to the surface. Consider a
halide site, labelled 2, centred at x \ 0 ; the equation-of-motion for the NIS state, ist2 ,

i
dt2(x, y, z, t)

dt
\ (KŒ

n
] V22(x, y, z))t2(x, y, z, t) ] V12(x, y, z)t1(x, y, z, t). (28)

Similarly, if represents the excitation at a halide site one lattice constant away, it obeys thet3same equation-of-motion with the label 3 replacing 2. But, y, z, y, z, t),t3(x, t) \t2(x[ a
x
, V33(x,

y, y, z) and y, y, z). As the GS wavefunction, is alwaysz)\ V22(x[ a
x
, V13(x, z)\ V12(x[ a

x
, t1,periodic, so the equation-of-motion for becomest3

i
dt2(x [ a

x
, y, z, t)

dt
\ (KŒ

n
] V22(x [ a

x
, y, z))t2(x [ a

x
, y, z, t)

] V12(x [ a
x
, y, z)t1(x [ a

x
, y, z, t), (29)
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i.e., the same as eqn. (28) but with a coordinate shift. The equation-of-motion for the GS

i
dt1(x, y, z, t)

dt
\ (KŒ

n
] V11(x, y, z))t1(x, y, z, t) ] V12(x, y, z)t2(x, y, z, t)

] V13(x, y, z)t3(x, y, z, t) ] V14(x, y, z)t4(x, y, z, t) ] É É É (30)

becomes

i
dt1(x, y, z, t)

dt
\ (KŒ

n
] V11(x, y, z))t1(x, y, z, t) ] V12(x, y, z)t2(x, y, z, t)

] V12(x [ a
x
, y, z)t2(x [ a

x
, y, z, t)

] V12(x [ 2a
x
, y, z)t2(x [ 2a

x
, y, z, t) ] É É É (31)

Clearly then, and can perform the role of all of the excited states if we simply add thet2 V22o†-diagonal contribution (shifted appropriately in x) to many times over.t1The explicit time-dependence of the wavefunction is solved using the Chebychev method28

W(t ] *t)\ e~iH *tW(t)\;
n

a
n
(t)T

n
(H3 )W(t). (32)

The Chebychev polynomials, calculated recursively, are functions of the Hamiltonian, renor-T
n
,

malized to have eigenfunctions in the range [[1, 1]. Care must be taken when renormalizing H
because although only two NISs are stored, there are e†ectively very many ([50) and so H has a
much larger spectral range than might be expected. In common with all other Chebychev impli-
mentations, we limit the eigenvalues of H by imposing a cut-o† on the potential (values of 50È100
eV seem adequate), and also by saturating the parallel momentum contribution to the kinetic
energy operator when it is [50 eV from K02/2M.29

A general approximation in models of grazing incidence scattering from surfaces is to limit the
dimensionality in that the projectile can only move in a plane perpendicular to the surface, paral-
lel to the incident beam direction, i.e. the calculations are performed on a two-dimensional slice
corresponding to the PESs shown in Fig. 2. The initial wavefunction is taken to be the product of
a plane-wave state in x (running in the S010T direction) with a Gaussian-weighted plane-wave in
z. Grid lengths of 240 ] 240 points are used at the lower energies, increasing to 480 ] 240 at
higher energies.

IV. Results and discussion

A. The threshold region

Fig. 3 shows a snapshot of the wavepacket on the two surfaces part way through a scattering
event, for an initial translational energy of 4 keV at an incidence angle of 1¡ relative to the surface
plane (the ““normal energyÏÏ, cos2 h \ 1.22 eV in this case). The ground-state wavefunction,e

ishown in Fig. 3(a), is periodic in x (actually it appears structureless at these incidence conditions).
On the GS, it never quite reaches the crossing point (which becomes a line, or seam, in two
dimensions) as it has insufficient normal energy (the crossing is at an energy of 1.98 eV at the
active site). Instead, it can be seen to transfer efficiently onto the NIS PES, as in Fig. 3(b), which
shows the NIS for the halide site at x \ 0. The transfer appears to be very strongly localised on
the active site, the wavefunction streaming rapidly away from a region just before the highest
point of the crossing seam, i.e. from the classical turning point on the GS PES. Transforming the
wavefunctions and PESs to an adiabatic representation gives a clearer picture of the local nature
of the charge exchange. We can see from the lower two frames of Fig. 3 that the wavepacket jumps
diabatically from the lower adiabatic state (Fig. 3(c)) to the upper adiabatic state (Fig. 3(d)) in the
turning region (smeared out in quantum mechanics because of the tunneling into the repulsive
wall). (Note that the adiabatic transformation is strictly only valid in the neighbourhood of x \ 0
because we have not transformed with the full PES and wavefunction, having NIS elements at
every halide site, but only with the NIS state at the origin.)
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Fig. 3 (a) The wavefunction on the ground-state PES incident at 4 keV at an angle of 1¡ to the surface plane,
with normal energy of 1.22 eV. The white lines show a contour plot of the PES, the green lines are a contour
plot of the matrix element, and the purple line shows the locus of points where and cross. TheV12 V11 V22wavepacket intensity decreases from white, though yellow to red, with the very lowest values removed for
clarity. (b) The wavefunction on the NIS located on the halide site at the origin. The white lines now show a
contour plot of The transfer between states clearly occurs on the active site, just before the curve crossing.V22 .
(c) and (d) The wavepacket from (a) and (b) transformed into an adiabatic representation, with corresponding
adiabatic PES shown as white contour lines. The charge transfer occurs diabatically at the active site, as
evidenced by the sudden jump from (c) to (d) at x \ 0 zD 3.5a0 , a0 .

Following the wavepacket in time, we Ðnd that the intensity on the GS gradually disappears,
transferring onto the NISs. In other words, the incoming atoms convert, almost entirely, to nega-
tive ions, as can can be seen in Fig. 4, which shows the integrated intensities on the GS and NISs
(summed over all halide sites) for the same incidence conditions as Fig. 3. Quite clearly, the
intensity on the NIS increases smoothly at the expense of that on the GS, i.e., the probability of
forming a negative ion in the initial collision, is approximately 1. We have found this to be soP

i
,

across the entire energy range considered here (1 eVÈ15 keV) for both the F/LiF(100) and F/
KI(100) systems. The intensity does not return to the GS at the active site because the newly
formed negative ions move very rapidly away from there in the x-direction, passing out the side of
the region of strong coupling.

To follow the evolution of the NIS wavefunction with minimum disturbance from periodic
return to the active site, we stop the full propagation once the transfer to the NIS state is com-
plete, and then propagate the wavefunction on this state alone, with the origin displaced far from
the active site. Long propagation times are then possible, as can be seen in Fig. 4. The intensity on
the NIS state is stable up until D100 fs when there is a slight decline. This is due to the grid-
cutting in the z-direction which removes wavepacket intensity before the end of the grid. The
remainder of the wavepacket fails to reach the end of the grid. It has failed to acquire the full 8.58
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Fig. 4 The total normalization of the wavepackets on the ground and negative-ion states vs. simulation time
for an initial energy of 4 keV incident 1¡ from the surface plane. After D25 fs, the incoming neutral atoms
gradually convert, almost entirely, to negative ions. After D100 fs, some ions have escaped from the surface
(the wavepacket is cut from the edge of the grid causing the decrease in normalization), but almost 90%
remain trapped.

eV of normal energy required to escape the surface and remains trapped in the weak attraction of
the polarization and point-charge contributions to the PES. In other words, for these incidence
conditions, only D10% of the incident atoms escape the surface as negative ions in the Ðrst
bounce, although there is initially 100% conversion to negative ions.

Clearly, the initial ion-formation probability, is a poor approximation to the experimentalPi ,results for the F/LiF(100) system, lacking as it does any threshold. However, we do obtain a
threshold if we count only those negative ions escaping the surface in the Ðrst bounce. This e†ec-
tive negative ion fraction, is shown in Fig. 5, top panel, for the F/LiF(100) system. ThePN ,
threshold we obtain is very close to that in experiment, and shifts to lower energy as the angle of
incidence is increased because there is then more normal energy to aid escape from the surface. It
can also be seen from Fig. 5, top panel, that for this system, averaging the results over several
impact planes, i.e. averaging over the y-coordinate not explicitly treated in the dynamics, has little
e†ect on the results.

The normal energy corresponding to the threshold region is far below that required by the NIS
asymptotically ; even at 14 keV, the normal energy at 1¡ incidence angle is only 4.36 eV, compared
to the 8.58 eV separation of and in the F/LiF system. The extra energy comes from theV11 V22very high parallel motion, in quite straightforward fashion. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the wavepack-
et on the upper state leaves the active site travelling predominantly in the x-direction. When it
reaches x \ 7.62 it encounters the next halide site along from the active site, and experiences aa0 ,
strong Coulomb repulsion of like charges. In other words, it moves uphill away from the active
site, using up parallel momentum to do so. Some of the potential energy gained in doing this (if we
assume the negative ion moves horizontally away from the curve-crossing it encounters a poten-
tial of D6 eV at the next halide site along) is channelled into normal motion, thereby reducing the
normal energy escape threshold. The ultimate fate of the trapped ions is difficult to determine in
the present model. We assume that the energy is much too high for permanent trapping and that
on return to the surface, the ions re-neutralize (which costs more energy) and return to the gas
phase after the second bounce. This remains to be fully tested.

The escape probability of the negative ion can also be enhanced by reducing the energy
required asymptotically for the NIS. This can be done by changing to a surface with a lower
workfunction, such as the KI(100) surface. As shown in the lower panel of Fig. 5, the threshold in

for F/KI(100) occurs at much lower incident energies, in agreement with experiment.4 OncePNagain, this threshold arises solely from the trapping behaviour, is always close to unity. In thePipresent model, the shift in threshold is due solely to the smaller workfunctionÈthe PESs for
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Fig. 5 Top panel : Negative-ion fraction vs. incident energy obtained by counting only the promptly scattered
ions (i.e. excluding the trapped fraction) for the F/LiF(100) system. In all cases, the initial ion formation
probability is high. The atop cut runs across the surface atoms in the S010T direction (cf. Fig. 2). Motion is
restricted to a plane. Averaging over several such planes in the S010T direction clearly makes little di†erence
to the results. The threshold energy decreases with initial angle because the increase in normal energy makes
escape more likely. Experimental results are shown as Ðlled circles. Bottom panel : Negative-ion fraction vs.
incident energy for F scattering from LiF(100) and KI(100) at an incident angle of 1¡. Trapped ions are not
counted, and results are for the atop slice only. Experimental results are indicated by Ðlled/open circles for
LiF/KI.

F/LiF and F/KI do not di†er greatly, except that for the latter system, there is no translational
threshold to reach the curve-crossing point. In general, from this trapping model, we predict that
the lowest energy thresholds will occur for atoms with high electron affinities incident on surfaces
with low workfunctions, as this yields the smallest asymptotic separation between ground and
excited states.

B. Re-neutralization at the surface

The Ðnal yield of negative ions will also be determined by the re-neutralization (RN) probability.
There are two possible mechanisms for this : charge transfer into the conduction band of the solid,
and electron emission into the gas phase.30 To explore the inÑuence of RN on the threshold
behaviour, we have included the former process, charge transfer from the projectile back to the
surface, although the latter can also be expected to be important, especially for LiF, which has a
negative electron affinity. We incorporate RN into the present model by adding another diabatic
state to represent electron transfer into the conduction band of the solid. Again, we assume that
this is a purely local event, occurring this time into an atomic-like orbital on one of the alkali-
metal sites. The extra diagonal and o†-diagonal PES matrix elements are generated using the
electron wavefunction

sRN \ det
GC

<
k/1

N~1
X

k
X1

k

D
X

N
M

L
A1
H

. (33)

The diagonal PES for RN is basically identical to the GS PES, but shifted up by the band-gap
energy, of the crystalEgap

VRN\ Egap ] V11[
A 1

RXNMP

[
2

a
x

B
, (34)
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where the last term accounts for the reduction in the Madelung energy cost when the ion-
formation and re-neutralization sites are near one another.

The NIS wavefunction is not periodic, so the alkali-metal sites are not all equivalent in this
process. To approximate the e†ect of interacting with many alkali-metal sites, we compute the RN
for each in a separate calculation, assuming it is the only RN site and use recursion to compute
the net survival probability, S, of the negative-ion

S \ lim
n?=

[1[ PRN(n)]S(n), (35)

where is the probability of RN at site n, and S(n) is the probability that the negative ion hasPRN(n)
survived re-neutralization at all sites before n. The implicit assumption here is that the fraction not
re-neutralizing is una†ected by VRN .

Since another charge defect is created in the surface, RN requires additional energy to be taken
from the projectile motion, i.e. the PES lies above the NIS PES at large z. There is no crossing
between the NIS and RN PESs, so transfer is by a near-resonant Demkov-type process.31 At the
lowest energies, there is simply not enough normal energy, RN does not occur and the threshold
for ion detection is the same as Fig. 5. At the highest energies we have considered, as many as 20
alkali-metal sites had to be included to get convergence in the The net results are shown inPN .
Fig. 6. For F/LiF(100), the results appear reasonable however is decreasing much too rapidlyPNat high energy. Partly this is due to the use of an H atom mass rather than an F atom mass. This
is entirely consistent with RN being a Demkov process. We can write the diabatic transfer prob-
ability as

P\ 12sech2
Ap*E

2cv
B

, (36)

where v is the velocity of the projectile. Increasing the mass simply decreases v, which in turn leads
to smaller probabilities for curve-hopping. This mass dependence is not enough to correct the PNcompletely. We can see that for F/KI(100), the discrepancy is very large and occurs at much lower
energies, because the PESs are much closer in energy.

What is clear from this example of a possible RN path is that we must consider more than three
PESs to describe the net e†ect of the atomÈsurface reaction. Especially for the F/KI system, with
its lower workfunction and band-gap, we can expect the ion to be formed and re-neutralized many
times over at higher energies. Each time this occurs, there will be some energy cost to be paid from

Fig. 6 Net negative-ion fraction vs. incident beam energy when re-neutralization by charge transfer into the
conduction band is included. The lines represent theoretical results using a mass of 1 u, Ðlled (open) circles
represent experimental results for LiF(100) (KI(100)) and the open diamonds represent theoretical results for a
projectile mass of 4 u.
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the translational motion. At the very highest energies, it is impossible to say whether the atom will
end-up as a negative or a neutral. Most likely then the decline of observed in experimentalPNresults between D20 and 100 keV is due to a decrease in probability of the initial ion formation
stage. This remains to be tested by further calculation.

V. Conclusions
We have presented a diabatic description of the charge exchange reaction occuring between atoms
and alkali-metal surfaces, deriving PESs with a Ñexible and consistent semi-empirical scheme and
solving the atom motion with exact wavepacket dynamics. For the F/LiF(100) system, we Ðnd a
curve-crossing between the PESs for (neutral atom, neutral surface) and (negative ion, positive
surface) conÐgurations. There is efficient charge transfer, in fact the initial ion-formation probabil-
ity is unity. At lowest energies, these ions fail to escape from the surface promptly. If we count
only the fraction which do escape on the Ðrst bounce, we obtain an ion detection probability
behaving very similarly to that of experiment. Increasing the angle of incidence moves the thresh-
old to lower energy, and the threshold energy is lower for a surface with a lower workfunction, as
we have demonstrated for the F/KI(100) system, in agreement with experiment. In future work, we
shall examine the importance of the curve-crossing to the dynamics, and try to establish the fate of
the trapped negative ions.
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